
 

 

 

 

Chapter 7 

 
Zero exponent - any nonzero number to the zero power is 1     

 

Negative exponents - are numbers less than zero.  

                                     Write the number and/or variable as a fraction.   

                                       Powers of 10  are written as decimals. 

 

scientific notation - a way of writing very large or very small #'s 
 

Multiplication properties of exponents 

 

1)    Product of powers - when the base is the same add the  

                                            Exponents. 

 

2)   Power of a Power - when an exponent is raised to another  

                   exponent you multiply the exponents 

 

3)    Power of a product - when there are two or more #'s being  

 

Division properties of exponents 

              

1)   quotient of powers - the quotient of 2 #'s with the same base is  

                        the difference of the exponents  

 

2)     positive power of a quotient - each number is raised to the  

                                                power. 

 

3)    negative power of a quotient - a quotient raised to a negative  

                               power use the reciprocal of the quotient raised to  

                               the opposite power 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Index – the small number to the left of the radical sign which tells  

            you what root to take. 

 

b     m is the power  and n is the root   Ex.   

 

polynomial – a monomial or the sum or difference of monomials    

                   example:  2x + 2;    3x2 +  6x + 3;    

 

monomial -  has one term  Examples:  3;     3xy;       8x     ; - y2 

 

binomial - has two terms     Ex. 3x + 7  

 

trinomial  -  has three terms.   y
2
 + 3y - 8 

 

quadratic polynomial – a polynomial with a degree of 2 

                                                ex.  3x2 +  6x + 3;    

 

degree of a monomial - the sum of the exponents of the variables  

         ex. 

 

degree of a polynomial - The degree of the term  with the greatest  

                                          degree. 

 

Standard form – a polynomial  written in order from greatest  

                            degree to least  

 

Leading coefficient -  the coefficient of the first term when a  

                                     polynomial is written in standard form. 

 

 


